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How to laser engrave Reverse Engraving Laminate  

as found at  

https://www.908ltd.co.uk/shop/reverse-laser-engraving-laminate 

Being both a supplier and user of laser engraving materials.  We get asked so many times, what is 

the best way to laser cut and engrave laminates using a CO2 laser? 

So, we decided to compile this blog to detail how we work our Reverse Engraving Laminate.  It 

should be said that we are not claiming to be experts in this field, but we do have considerable 

experience.  We have spent, and will no doubt carry on spending, many enlightening hours trying to 

maintain and perfect the process, to obtain a quality, laser cut and engraved plate.   As we 

manufacture labels and signs ourselves we also have given considerable thought to the obligatory 

clean up procedure, which always follows these processes. 

This guide has been laid out in a series of steps.  To show, how we undertake every job which 

requires laser cutting and engraving.   

 

Firstly, it is important that you realise how this material is constructed: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

0.3mm thick – COLOURED Modified Acrylic Cap  

2.9 mm thick CLEAR Modified Acrylic layer 

(3.2mm thick laminate sheet) 

1.3 mm thick CLEAR Modified Acrylic layer 

(1.6mm thick laminate sheet) 
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Step 1 - This is a very important step and should not be overlooked, if you don’t want to waste 

valuable material and time! 

If this is the first time working with this material.  Test the whole process first on a piece of scrap 

material before commencing the full job. 

 

Step 2 – Prepare your artwork – As you will be engraving on the reverse side of the material it is 

important to remember to reverse your text/image on your drawing software. 

 

Step 3- Leave the protective coating on the material, as this will protect the clear front of the 

material from any residue and potential scratches.   Place the material with the coated side, face 

down on the laser bed.   

 

Step 4-  Vector Cut the shape(s) required.   

We use a Universal 50 watt machine and use the following settings:   

Power 100 speed 14 speed (PPI 500)  

 

Step 5- Set the machine to Raster/ Engrave.  For best engraving results we do this with 2 passes:  

1st pass 60 speed 40 power (PPI 500) 

2nd pass 60 speed 40 power (PPI 500)  

For the second pass, we defocus the lens by 4 – 5mm and reduce the image density/line gap from 5 

down to 3.   The reason we do this is to increase the size of the laser beam.  By using a larger beam, it 

will remove the thin lines that the laser created on the first pass.  This 2nd pass is a cleaning up pass 

which will completely clean the engraved area and give you a clear glass like effect on this laminate.  

To defocus the lens, you can either do this manually with the up/down arrow or you can trick the 

laser by saying the material is 4-5mm thicker than what it actually is. 
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Above image shows where we control the Image Density/Line Gap on our Universal Laser Control Panel    

 

 

Step 5 - Clean the engraved area.  We use our Laser Clean product.   This will remove any smoke 

residue.   You can purchase this product at  

https://www.908ltd.co.uk/shop/laser-engraving-consumables/laser-clean   

Step 6 – If paint filling, we recommend the use of acrylic paints.  As they will not react with the 

laminate surface and cause cracking.    

Once paint has been applied, you can roughly clean up any surplus from the surface of the material. 

Taking care not to remove the paint from the engraved letters.  Leave to dry. Acrylic paints require 

around 24 hours to be completely dry. 

Step 7 – Remove the plastic protective coating from the clear front of the material.   
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